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Social Survey of Gandhi Dham  

(Gandhi Dham, where sweeper class lives illegally on NTPC Rihand Land) 

 

Name of the Organization: Prayas Team (NTPC Rihand)                              Date of Survey: 23/09/2012 

Guidance: Shanta Kumar (Assistant Manager (CSR), NTPC Rihand and the President, Prayas Team) 

 

Participants:  

1. Mukesh Kumar,  Assist. Manager (Erection), NTPC Rihand 

2. Anand Kumar, ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) 

3. Nilabh Kumar, ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) 

4. Vimal Kumar,ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) 

5. Amit Kumar, ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) 

6. Raushan Kumar, ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) 

7. Paras Mani, ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) 

8. Piyush Ratan, ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) 

9. Purnonil, ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) 

10. Chinni Krishna, ET-12 (EDC, NTPC Rihand) as Visitor 
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Salient Feature of the Survey 

1. All the sweepers belong to Dom and Hela caste, the Hindu caste traditionally involved in 

these works for ages 

2. Dom migrated from Bihar and Hela from Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh) 

3. Almost all of them, who came here are illiterate 

4. Average age group of these working class is 38 yrs 

5. Average number of years they are working is 18 yrs 

6. Average no. of girls in a family is 2 and average number of boys in a family is 3 

Water:  

1. One single tap for hundreds of them. They all depend only upon this for drinking, bathing 

and also cleaning purposes 

2. One hand pump (the other two are not in working condition). The water coming from this 

hand-pump have foul smell due to nearness to the pond for sewage treatment 

3. Due to scarcity of water, they almost every day fight for getting water first 

Solution for Water Problem (Suggestions): 

1. Supply water through pipes for drinking purpose, more taps are needed 

2. A series of taps with platform, so that children and elders could take bath, four five 

members together 

3. Some bathroom (4-5) for girls and women 

4. Some Toilets for women and girls 

Health: 

Due to unhygienic condition and intake of polluted water, following diseases are frequently occurred 

1. Malaria 

2. Diarrhea 

3. Typhoid 

4. Fever (probably viral) 

� On an average, 3-4 kids die due to these diseases. 

� Most of them have to spend their hard-earned money on the treatment of these diseases 

from private doctors who often charge heavy amount. NTPC Hospital charges even more for 

these diseases. 

 

 

 

 

Electricity: 

1. No electricity supply 

2. On 2
nd

 of October, they were given solar lamps. But it is not sufficient to provide light for 

home and study of children 
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Education:  

1. No school in the range of 3 Km.  

2. Family not willing to send their children in these schools at such a distance 

3. Govt. school maintains no standard of education. Children remain almost illiterate.  

4. They are unable to pay hefty fee charged by better convent and private schools in the 

township 

5. No electricity, so children couldn’t get chance to study at home in night 

Improve education: 

1. At least one girl and one boy from each family should be given chance to study in private 

schools within township free of cost 

2. Opening of primary school there only. Till then one vehicle should be spared for children. 

3. Awareness program for education 

4. Exclusive scholarship for bright students for higher education 

5. Payment of fees, if they get chance to get admission in reputed colleges of India 

Constitutional Right:  

1. They are enrolled in voter list. But sometimes they were denied for voting as their names 

were removed from voter list.  

2. They have yellow card, means they have no BPL card to avail the benefits to the fullest 

3. They have Rashan Card 

Note: As they are staying on the Land upon which NTPC has legal right, they are sometimes 

removed from list of people of the local Panchayat and they are denied above benefits. Further, 

NTPC deny their presence and hence takes no responsibility for their fate.  

Others: 

• Due to severe nature of work, these sanitation workers got addicted to drinking  

• They rear pigs in very unhygienic way making the place even stingier. There are punks here 

and there.  

• Most of them do not keep their surrounding neat and clean. 

• They are unable to organize themselves. They are full of fear.  

• Certainly they are denied dignity of life.  
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Observation from Data collected through Survey: 

 

Age of working member of family (in Yrs) 

 

Duration of stay at Gandhi Dham (in Yrs)  
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Duration of working as Sanitation Worker (in Yrs) 

 

 

Family Monthly Income excluding Provident Fund (in Rs.) 
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No of girls in each family 

 

No. of Boys in each family 
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SHRAMDAAN@GANDHIDHAM (SWEEPER COLONY) 

Shramdan on 26.01.2014 

The very idea of cleaning sweeper colony seemed very unusual.  We had no idea how to execute this 

program. For renewing our group which have been working since one year in dispersed manner, this 

program has been carved out. The program has social utility as it was expected residents specially 

youth will recognize the importance of cleaning and they might work in this direction. Secondly, they 

have a little motivation towards education, though many of them now realize the importance of 

education. With the effort of Malaviya Mission, one building has been erected there so that regular 

class could be conducted there. Our team’s observation was that children were not regular. 

Awareness would make guardians conscious regarding sending their children to the school. 

Ajay Verma, Vineet Kumar reached the location. Before that I reached there with sweets and two 

broomsticks. As per plan youth were supposed to gather at the school field with their own 

broomsticks. As usual, even the main coordinator was not much aware about the program. But soon 

he realized his fault and asked youth to gather. Soon all the youths Shashi etc gathered there with 

their friends. None of them have brought their broomsticks. When I told them about my own brook 

sticks, that persons scolded the youths that though having their own tools, they have not brought. 

Leaving the groups with Ajay Verma and Vinit, I came EDC to guide Raghvendra, Abhimanyuji and 

children to reach Gandhi Dham. We marched on foot with children. On the route we made children 

to sing patriotic songs. It made the event even more effective.  

We have no idea, from where to start, how to start. Finally we decided to start cleaning the road 

from one end of the colony to the next end. This was very interesting. Local youth did the job with 

full enthusiasm. All of us took turn to clean the locality. It was really a wonderful experience in our 

life. Residents keep coming out from their home and started telling their own grievances. But this 

time I strictly prohibited to listen them and just asked them to attend the meeting and put their 

point. I also made clear that we are not here to eliminate their problems; it is they who will end their 

own problems. 

Finally we sat together and discussed about the future plan. We told them that Navodaya Sabha 

should continue in future as well.  
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SHRAMDAAN@GANDHIDHAM (SWEEPER COLONY) 

                                                                           …………………………….A STEP TOWARDS NAVODAYA SOCIETY 

OCCASION: REPUBLIC DAY 
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“SARE JAHAN SE ACHHA , HINDOSTAN HAMARA” 
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Shramdan @ Gandhi Dham: A noble step towards “Navodaya Society” 

Today whole country is celebrating the birthday of our great hero, freedom fighter, Netaji Subhash 

Chandra Bose, the most inspiring figure for youth to dedicate life for nation. On this very occasion, I 

would like to announce about the noblest event ever organized by us and seeking your warmth 

participation and support. Please come at Gandhidham on the occasion of republic day at 3pm and 

participate in shramdan (cleaning of Gandhi Dham). Pl try to bring Jhadu or some other means for 

cleaning.    

Gandhidham is a colony of sweepers, who have been living there in very wretched condition for past 

twenty years and give services to plant and township. The locality seemed worse than a slum. After 

much effort, they got a little attention from NTPC CSR department. They have been provided supply 

water. For solving problem of light, they are also given solar lamps, but soon those solar lamps 

became dysfunctional and so once again they are forced to live in darkness. But the greatest 

development was brought by the effort of Malaviya Mission (with the help from Mahila Mandal and 

CSR dep.) in the form of erecting a class room and ensuring a teacher. So it is the time for us to 

spread awareness among them for education.  

Shramdan is a way to interact with them, understand their problem, and make them aware about 

education and better life. It is also a great opportunity to purify our heart, spark kindness and great 

values of humanity in us. 

Time of Program: 3.00 PM to 5.00 PM Venue: Gandhi 

Tomorrow (Friday), we will hold a short meeting to plan things at 6.15pm and with residents of 

Gandhi Dham at 6.50pm. You may participate in this meeting also.  

Shanta Kumar 

“Hamin Navodaya Hon” 
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Comments: 

Sr. 

No. 

View of Sanitation Workers 

at Gandhi Dham  

View of Surveyor Suggestion for area of 

improvement by the 

Surveyor 

1. They need their basic needs 

fulfilled and thinks for that. 

NTPC must provide them a few 

basic needs for upliftment or at 

least to survive them as they are 

seriously suffering. 

Must be provided with 5-10 

water tap. 

6-8 Hours electricity can be 

spared for them. 

Free hospital should be 

provided for them. 

2 Not given any facility (and 

also had no Rashan Card, 

Hospital Card) 

They are not feeling any type of 

care from NTPC. Although they 

have been working for a long time 

in NTPC Township as a sweeper.  

So I think NTPC should have 

taken care of them, at least 

for some basic needs (water 

supply, electricity) because 

their situation is very poor in 

all field. 

3 Only assurance of facility 

without execution 

  

4 Nice Company as per job 

availability, but not as per 

facility (light, water etc.) 

 Prime focus must be on 

water supply and there 

should be electricity so that 

children can study at their 

home also. 

5 Desperately waiting for few 

help from NTPC 

They are keeping our area safe & 

clean but at the same time they 

reside in such an area which 

literally stinks with no any modern 

facility. 

Water tap (6-8) must be 

provided. 

6-8 hours electricity and free 

hospital must be provided. 

6 They expect their basic 

needs should be fulfilled by 

NTPC 

Although indirectly but they are 

integral part of NTPC whereas 

NTPC treat them as they are 

unknown member. We must look 

after them. 

 

7 They think NTPC is not 

looking after them. 

NTPC having such a high profile 

reputation. So much turn over, 

profit etc. It can spare few things 

for them. 

 

8 Not Permanent job, no 

facility, no free light, 

restriction even on wood 

cutting. No future plans. No 

higher study option. 

They are suffering even when they 

are working for NTPC (Maharatna). 

They don’t have even basic 

facilities. All as water, electricity 

etc. 

The prime focus must be on 

clean water supply and must 

be provided with electricity 

(at least from 6 to 9 pm) 

 

 


